For Date: 07/23/2019 - Tuesday

**Call Number** | **Time** | **Call Reason** | **Action**
--- | --- | --- | ---
19-15348 | 0031 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: area check

19-15349 | 0037 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 967] UNITED TOOL AND DIE - EAMES ST
Narrative: 33- area check, gates unsecured
Narrative: 33- business checks secure, clear.

19-15351 | 0623 | MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH | finish
Location/Address: SOUTH OF EXIT 39 - I93NB HWY
Vehicle: BLK 2015 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 2VA964 VIN: 1HGCR2FS3F53FA172531
Towed: For: Accident By: A&S Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Insurance Co: COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
Policy No: Narrative:
1 car crash, vehicle struck median guardrail, unk inj
Narrative: State PD and FD notified
Narrative: State PD requesting we handle the crash, A&S towing has been notified by State PD
Narrative: 33 - A&S has vehicle, State PD to handle

19-15353 | 0643 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: beach open for the day

19-15352 | 0744 | Cruiser Defects or Issues | Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Low pressure tire sensor light in car 32 is on

19-15354 | 0821 | FIRE-ROLL CALL/LOG ENTRY | log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 157] ALLOCOAT TECHNOLOGY INC. - EAMES ST
Narrative: National Grid (John) called to state they are attempting to turn off the gas at this location due to lack of payment. LT5 spoke to caller and LT5 also spoke to C2. caller was checking to see if company has a permit stating gas can not be turned off. LT5 stated they do not have a permit stating above. National Grid will be turning the gas off.

19-15356 | 0851 | PARKING COMPLAINT | finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1061] PIZZA MIA BUILDING - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2017 TOYR HB PRIUS Reg: PC NH 1928733 VIN: JTDKBRFU9H3541303
Narrative:
Checking on a vehicle parked along tracks in gravel. Vehicle has MBTA Keolis placard that has official business on it. Checks ok

19-15358 0911 Building Defects or Issues Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Leak in ceiling in station officer room and several wet spots in training room. Faxed to Public Buildings

19-15360 0917 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1843] BERALCAST - IBC - JONSPIN RD
Narrative:
Radio box. FD enroute.

Narrative:
32 - building is evacuated, believed to be an issue with rooftop unit, maintenance standing by. FD updated
Narrative:
Clear, FD to handle

19-15362 0934 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2006 SUBA FOREST Reg: PC MA 59647 VIN: JF1SG63626H753990
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No: narrative:
Walk in reporting hit and run in the Market Basket parking lot some time yesterday between 1240-1300hrs, no witnesses and no note left. Vehicle was parked, 167 viewed damage to front drivers side, light, and bumper. She was advised to call her insurance company.

19-15364 0953 Cruiser Defects or Issues finish
Location/Address: [WIL 237] DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, WILMINGTON - ANDOVER ST
Narrative:
32 out at DPW for service reference call #19-15352

19-15366 1023 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of:
[NRD] PARK ST + CENTRAL ST
Narrative:
Assist North Reading with traffic at this location, transport van on its roof in body of water
Narrative:
33 - clear, relieved by North Reading officer

19-15367 1043 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV finish
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2006 TOYU UT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 39MX01 VIN: JTEEP21A260146019
Insurance Co: COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:
Narrative:

MV lockout

Narrative:
Services rendered, clear
19-15372 1204 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 misdialed by resident
Narrative: On call back spoke with who stated they are checking

19-15374 1209 Police Departmental Service Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: mail run
Narrative: 32 clear.

19-15375 1220 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Could Not Locate
Location/Address: BLANCHARD RD
Narrative: caller reporting loose lab dog. dog is wearing a collar with the name Chloe, no contact information.
Narrative: ACO checked for dog, GOA

19-15377 1229 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP finish
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + EARLES ROW
Vehicle: BLK 2017 2500 Reg: CO MA T34159 VIN: 3C6UR5FL5HG771610
Insurance Co: Commerce Insurance
Policy No: Narrative: 32 - clear, reason for stop was due to license suspension, different operator of vehicle.

19-15379 1244 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 49] KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Assist FD with a patient assist
Narrative: 31 clear.

19-15380 1245 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2012 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 8RKK80 VIN: 1FTPW1EJ8CFA95720
Insurance Co: Govt Employee Ins
Policy No: Narrative: written warning for speed.

19-15381 1254 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH log info. only
Vicinity of: ROUTE 62 HWY + I93NBR40 RAMP
Vehicle: GRY 2017 MITS SE MIRAGE Reg: PC MA 4XH452 VIN: ML32F3FJ8HHF08731
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No: Vehicle: GRY 2017 HYUN HB VELOSTER Reg: NH 2970P VIN: KMHTC5AD2HU307405
19-15382  1257  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address:  CAROLYN RD
Narrative:
Sick skunk in backyard, caller believes it needs to be euthanized
Narrative:
32 - clear, ACO has skunk in possession and will take care of it
Narrative:
ACO bringing skunk to rehab in Chelmsford

19-15383  1337  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Narrative:
lights and sirens are sounding and the gates are up.
Narrative:
Keolis was notified.
Narrative:
33 - branch catching gate which is preventing it from coming down. DPW notified
Narrative:
33 - gate freed itself from branch, standing by for the DPW
Narrative:
Clear, problem resolved. Keolis checked gates, seem to be working properly

19-15385  1347  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2002 FORD F350  Reg:  PC MA 8KL726  VIN:  1FTSX31F72E34631
Insurance Co:  COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:  GRY 2017 FORD SE FIESTA  Reg:  PC MA 9WH424  VIN:  3FADP4BJ6HM112892
Insurance Co:  SAFETY INSURANCE
Policy No:  Narrative:
two car minor mvc in parking lot.
Narrative:
Clear, paperwork exchange, Ford hit pickup truck backing out of spot

19-15387  1413  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  BALLARDVALE ST
19-15391 1429 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Location/Address: BAKER ST
Narrative: Assist FD with smoke detector activation

19-15392 1429 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2006 NISS UT PATHFI Reg: PC MA 7AE856 VIN: 5N1AR31W76C633381
Insurance Co: GOVT EMPLOYEE INS
Policy No: Narrative: written warning for speed.

19-15393 1456 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WLL 1125] CVS - MAIN ST
Narrative: 911 mistaken dialing. Disp spoke with employee Gina who stated there is no emergency at this time

19-15394 1505 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: BRATTLE ST
Vehicle: BRO 2003 CHEV SE CAVALI Reg: PC MA 1HF278 VIN: 1G1JF52F237313900
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL INS
Policy No: Narrative: written warning for speed and defective breaklight

19-15398 1556 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WLL 66] WOODBRIAR NURSING HOME - WEST ST
Narrative: 911 mistaken dialing. Disp. spoke with employee Sara who stated there was no emergency

19-15399 1611 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Vicinity of: CONCORD ST
Narrative: male party in a green shirt sitting on the tracks
Narrative: MBTA notified
Narrative: 35 spoke with male party on Concord st who denies he was on the tracks. Tracks check clear at this time.

19-15400 1629 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WIL 77] CHARLES RIVER LAB - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: 911 hang-up
Narrative: on call back spoke with a Jeff from Security, states no emergency.
19-15403 1710 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE + BLANCHARD RD
Narrative: multiple syringe on the sidewalk
Narrative: 32 - Walked the length of the sidewalk, only able to find one syringe. Will bring back to the station for disposal.

19-15405 1736 CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address: RICHMOND ST BRIDGE - RICHMOND ST
Narrative: 31: Out with several parties on the tracks.
Narrative: 31: They have been advised and are on their way.

19-15407 1833 CITIZEN CONTACT
Location/Address: ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: BRO 2002 BUIC SE LESABR Reg: PC MA 5NJ864 VIN: 1G4HP54K224229097
Insurance Co: STANDARD FIRE INS
Policy No: log info. only
Narrative:
Officers observed parties walking around photographing/video taping the area by the cruisers parked out back. Parties walked into the lobby videotaping and photographing and attempted to question dispatch personnel and station officer in an attempt to illicit banter back and forth, when parties were not satisfied with the officers response they exited the building.

19-15408 1859 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2008 CHEV SILVER Reg: PC MA 9DP143 VIN: 2GCEK19J981337588
Insurance Co: LIBERTY MUTUAL INS
Policy No:
Vehicle:
Insurance Co:
Policy No:
Narrative:
written warning for stop sign violation

19-15409 1909 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY cancel
Location/Address: FENWAY ST
Narrative:
assisting the fd with a residential fire alarm activation

19-15413 2008 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: DEMING WAY
Narrative:
check of the area

19-15414 2013 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative:
passer by reporting a hazard barrel tipped over in the road.
Narrative:
31: I will be leaving the barrel where it is. Appears it was put there intentionally to cover a storm drain. Its off to the side of the road and cars are able to get around it.

19-15415 2026 DISABLED MV log info. only
Location/Address: GROVE AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2008 NISS SE SENTRA Reg: PC MA 192SE9 VIN: 3N1AB61E90L737145
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE DIRECT
Policy No:
Narrative:
vehicle parked on the side of the road
Narrative:
31- checks ok, pulled over to make a phone call

19-15416 2027 PARKING COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:
4 seasons towing towed a vehicle from construction site at this lot (plate given, no match. VT50062)

19-15417 2034 Police Departmental Service log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
beach secure for the evening
19-15418 2043  DISABLED MV  Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of:  RICHMOND ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 CHEV 4D MALIBU  Reg:  PC NH 4343601  VIN:  1G1ZC5E17BF141444
Towed:  For: Hazard By: Cains Towing
Insurance Co:  
Policy No:  
Narrative:  

dmv off to the side of the road

Narrative:  
Cains notified

19-15419 2046  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 125 HWY + BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 CADI 4D SRX  Reg:  PC NH VALPAK  VIN:  3GYNHE33DS639074
Insurance Co:  
Policy No:  
Narrative:  
written warning for speed, verbal warning for right on red
where prohibited

19-15422 2103  Cruiser Defects or Issues  log info. only
Location/Address:  ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:  
flashlight in car 33 not working, currently using flashlight
from car 37

19-15424 2202  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  
check of the area

19-15425 2226  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  MILE MARKER 1.2 - ROUTE 125 HWY
Vehicle:  WHI 2018 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg:  PC MA 8CE433  VIN:  1HGCV1F34JA038527
Insurance Co:  PROGRESSIVE DIRECT
Policy No:  
Narrative:  
written warning for speed

19-15426 2308  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ANDOVER ST + ROUTE 125 HWY
Vehicle:  BLK 2013 ACUR MDX  Reg:  PC MA 781TH2  VIN:  2HNYD2H28D4518278
Insurance Co:  COMMERCE INSURANCE
Policy No:  
Narrative:  
written warning for speed